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Universrty of Central Florida/Orlando

Slow moving refunds will get ·.s lower
~

by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

J

The average amount of time
that students must wait for
refunds from classes dropped
• after the Add/Drop period is
now at least two months. Lack
of staff in finance and
accounting seems to be the
• problem and according to
Joseph Gomez, university
controller for finance and
• accounting, things are only
getting worse.
"We don't have the personel

support to handle this sort of
load. We've had problems and
are under constant pressure. I
don't see it getting any~ better,"
Gomez said.
During the Summer term of
1983, an automated on-line
refund system was implemented
in hopes that refund processing
time would be reduced from
eight weeks to six weeks. The
new system did not reduce the
refund time and the deficiency
of the system has been
attributed to state and
universit)r policies as weJl as the
lack of human resources. ·
"We have the same amount of

1985 back up. As of now, we
ate six months behinq sending
out bills."
After the Add/Drop period,
payments from students who
payed their fees during the first
week of classes are recorded.
Even with all of finance and
accountings
validating
·Jerome Hormuth,
machines running at full
capacity for 10 hours a day, six
·manager for student accounts
days a week, it still takes a full
two weeks to post all of the
transactions .
staff for over 16,0000 students accounts. "We changed over to . According to a Board of
that we had for only 6,000 the SAMAS (accounting) system . Regents policy, the list' of
stud•ents," said Jerome and are still feeling the
Hormuth, manager for student ramifications from the Fall
SEE REFUNDS, PAGE 3

"We have the same amount of'.
staff for over 16,0000
students that we had for only
6,000 students"."··

.Students propose changes
in meal plan system
another or even from week to week.
The system would also work at the bookstore
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
as well as other campus services.
Dick Scott, director of Business Services,
Two students eating in the cafeteria look up
thinks Brown has good idea but cautions that a
and break into smiles when they learn about the
considerable amount of work must be done to
student senator's plans.
· rnnke the debit card system a reality.
"Really, that would be great,'' Tom Galvin
"What computers do we use?" Scott asked.
and Daniell Thomas say. "During soccer season
"How many terminals are needed? How much
we must miss meals on our plan," Thomas says.
are the cards? Who buys the computers?"
"We'd save a lot of money."
But Brown said the university needs only to
Student Sen. Ross Brown thinks students like
modify its present computers.
·
Calving and Thomas should only have to pay ..
Brown and Scott will try to work out the
for the meals they eat.
details of the cards system with the meal plan
Brown intends to propose a plan which calls
committee.
for converting the campus computer system to
Meanwhile, Scott says he is very interested in
accept student debit cards.
finding out what other students think about
If the university's administration accepts
Brown's idea.
Brown's plan, students will be able to open an
At lunch recently, The Central Florida Future
account of about $600 and receive · cards with
held short interviews to survey student reaction
their social security cards stamped on them,
to the proposed plan.
Brown said.
"I would favor such a plan," Susan Fetter, a
· Each time a student purchases a meal, the
computer science major, said.
computer will relay the cost to a centralized
"I have a close friend who can show up for onbank, Brown said. It will deduct the cost of the
ly four meals out of ten, but SAGA (the food sermeal from their balance and determine the new
vice) won't let her drop out of her plan. She's losbalance.
ing a lot of m"oney.'
·
Students wil be able to carry their balance
Salvador Egea, industrial engineering, said he
from one semester to the next, Brown said. On
must miss about four meals out of 14. "I
the current meal plan system students cannont
carry leftover meals from one semester to
SEE SAGA, PAGE 5
(by-·M lke Carr

His father's son
Martin Luther King 111, son of the great civil rights leader of the
sixties, was at UCF Monday night. King spoke on the situation
• of minorities~ America today.
.

·UCF to sponsor internotional
conference on engineering
•
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Colleges, universities and public and pri vate
groups from 26 states and six countries will be
• represented March 19-21 for the 8th annual conference on computers and industrial engineering
hosted by UCF. ·
The conference, co-sponosred by the College

•

Weather

COLD ·
•
High 58 Low 35

Just a reminder

of Engineering and Computer and industrial
Engineerng, will provide an opportunity for
practitioners and theroists alike to share their
findings, said conference chairman Gary E.
Whitehouse, an engineering professor.
A new feature of this year's conference is a
software swap shop where exchanges can be
made. There will also be a capability to
reproduce microcomputer software programs
for those who supply b>l,ank disks for that purpose .

Don't forget that tomorrow is the last dav
to withdraw from any class or the univer ity.
To withdraw, take your student identificati n
card to the Registrar's office on the first floor
~f the Administration Building.

•

MARCH

ii Yeah,

yeah... Well -don't"
yell at us, we don't make ·.
the weather we just predict
it. Anyway, it's going -to be
cold again. Highs should
range in the upper 50s and
lows will be in the mid 30s.
Really, it's not our fault!
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March's campus callendar
is here. 4
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Disney Inside: an
employee~ view. ln_~i~e
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within 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair

One Hour Service"
~en7Days.
A students time is valuable
and class schedules are hectic. piat's wl}y
wereopen7J
days a week.
In addition,

Orlando's Only 1-~
1-~ Vision Center.
Only Opti-World offers professional eye examination,
Orlando's largest selection o
frames, a ·complete contact ,.
Jens center, plus an onpremise lab staffed with
skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk in and wcilk out
with new glasses in just
onehour ·

latidaclim

Guaranteed. . .
Frames and lenses are
guaranteed for one year against
defects in materials and
workmanship. In
addition, if for .
any~n ·
you're not com-

Two Convenient
Locations.

We're convenienfly located at
4319 E. Colonial Drive across
from Colonial Promenade,
phone 894-4552 and at
Ashby's Square, one mile west
of Altamonte Mall, phone
788-2929. Open
Monday-Saturday 10
a.m.-9 p.m. and Sunday
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Eye
.examinations by
Daniel L. Gunter, O.D.
PA. & Associates.

1 •

•

Soon at desk near you:
personalized testing

•

•

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
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•
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Park and play

Adam Chrzan/Central Florido Future

On a recent warm day Toni Puccio, a music major, practices her oboe behind the Commons.

The day may soon come when each student
will take his or her own custom test on a computer, the Educational Testing Service predicted
last week.
But even fans of the new customized test
technology say that day won't come until the
price of personal computers falls to about $400
to $500 each.
ETS, which writes the Scholastic Aptitude
Test as well as admissions exams for most
graduate and professional schools, unveiled the
first step in the process last week.
It's new Computer Placement Tests (CPTs),
which aim to help schools decide which courses
students should take and adapt to each student's
achievement level, ETS's Bill Ward said at a
press conference to show-off the new program.
With a CPT, a student's answer determines
which question the computer will ask next.
The computer may begin with a question of
medium difficulty. If the student answers it correctly, the computer will ask a harder question .
If the answer is wr.ong, an easier question wil appear on the screen next. ,
"The wholL idea is very exciting," said George
Mason University director of Testing Elizabeth
Murnane.
As part of a nationwide CPT test on 25 campuses, George Mason used it to determine if
athletes needed remedial courses.

Educators generally like the concept, called
"adaptive testing," because the tests can be
shorter, allow students to work at their own
speed and actually measure students' individual
capabilities.
"It makes a lot of sense to be responsive to the
individual," said Harvard professor Warner
Slack, a long-time ·critic Of the SAT.
" But the real question is: what is the quality of
the test?" he said.
Apart from the test's fairness, "it's very efficient because it doesn't take much time," Ward
said.
"The students love it," Rodney Young, testing
director at the University of New Mexico, said.
"If they have to take a test, they like to do it on
the computer."
Testing directors seem most concerned about
the cost of the system .
Personal computers, which cost between
$1 ,500 and $2,000 and are needed to administer
CPTs, are too expensive for many colleges to afford in the numbers needed for placement
testing.
" I don't have enough hardware to do it for .
place·m ent," Young said. He added that Mexico
uses the CPTs as a self-monitoring tool for
students to check their progress in remedial
courses. "We use it as a learning device, as opposed to a test."
.
.
At San Jose District Community Colleges in
California, "we will be giving about 15,000 tests
next year. It's just not practical for us yet," said
Dean of Acc:idemic Sta~dard~John Kangas.

• FRAUD SCHEME
On Feb. 21 an unidentified student telephoned UCF's
bookstore manager to inquire about "30 percent discount
cards. " A salesman is going door-to-door selling these cards for
purchasing books at the bookstore. These cards are not
authorized or legal.
Anyone having heard. or observed anything related to this
crime is urged to call Detective/Sargeant Tom Gorbas of the
UCF Police at 275-2165.

REFU NDS
FROM PAGE l

•

•

•

students who have registered
but have not pa:id cannot be
compiled until after the fourth
week of classses.
By the sixth week of classes,
research is begun into each file
with credit balances. Between
identifying students with other
problems such as those who are
grant e d waivers or are
receiving finacial aid, finance
and accouting will not get
around to working on refunds
until the eighth week of classes .
Roy Claflin, a 20-year-old

• · SOVIETS RESTRICTED
The Reagan administration
wants to restrict the amount
visiting Soviet-bloc scientists
c an us e the big new
"supercomputer" centers it is
establishing at Corn e ll,
C a lifo rn i a- San
Di e go ,
Prin ceton, Carneg ie-Mellon
and Illinois.
Now the Nationa l Science
Foundation, wh ich oversees
the funding of the centers, says
most of the schools involved
are about to agree reluctantly
to limit foreigners' access to
the huge machines, which will
be used
for
various

finance major, feels bad for the
students who are waiting for
money.
''I' m one of those students
and yes I do need the money,
but not as bad as some of my
friends ," he said. "How much
time does the administration
need to get our money back to
us? If the student is late (in
paying), we get burned $25.
Something isn't fair," he said.
In a Feb. · 11 memorandum
sent by Gomez to Dr. John
Bolte, associate vice president
for Academic Affairs, Gomez
said " we must recognize that

Groundbreaking

Adam· Chrzan/Central Florido Future

Officials break ground on the new Institute for Simulation and Training near the Physical
Plant. From left to right are Alfred Rodriguez, Mary Ann Johnston, Louis Trefonas, Wei L. Chen,
Joan Burr and Maggie Honda.

SEE REFUNDS, PAGE 6

sophisticated
research
projects.
The administration wants
an outright ban, but schools
say they're mostly worried
about being held responsible
for enforcing any kinds of
restri ctions .

._. SCHOOLS Hll
Of all the progra ms the
federa l governmen t funds,
ed u cation programs l ike
student a id would be hardest
bv the Gramm-Rudman
b~1lanced budget law, Fiscal
Planning Services, Inc. of
Washington forecasts.

A federal court last week
· ruled the automatic spending
cuts are unconstitutional , but
the Supreme Court will make
a final ruling on the matter
this spring.

•

CHEAP OFFER

Morningside College last
week announced a plan to
offer four years of free room
and board to certain students,
hoping to "expand its regional
reputation."
• QUALITY PAY
To qualify, students must be
Mar y mount College of
from Iowa or the six states on
Kansas now pays basketball
its borders, ha ve combined
referees according to how well
SAT sco r es 1,000 or a
they ca ll home games.
- mi nimum ACT score of 24,
After the games, a fiveand graduate in the upper 40
perso n pane l grades the -percent of their high school
referees. performance. for
class.
"poor" ca ll s, the official gets
· $55 for the _night'. s work . For
• FROM ALL OVER
''good" games, pay is $100.
v The roach problem at

Loyola of New Orleans' dorms
has always been as bad as it is
this year, says Women's
Residence Council head Becky
Afonso. The problem is an.
increase in complaints "from
people who aren't used to
bugs-people who aren't used
to bugs from Florida or
Louisiana ."

.•

NEWSLINE
If you have a news tip or
story idea, we'd love to hear
from you. Call the newsline at
275-2601.

Campus Calendar
.

''II
.

MARCH 1
V'
Alumni Phone-a-thon,
through
March
31
V' Baseball vs. St. Joseph's,
Home, 2 p.m., 275-2259
v- Women's Basketball vs.
Stetson, UCF gym, 7:30 p.m.,
275-2259
'Iii MARCH 2
;,-Faculty Recital, Gary Wolf
on Piano, RH, 3 p.m., $3
donation · for music scholarships, 275-2869
v- Admissions Fair, AD, 1-4
p.m., 275-2231
v- Baseball vs. Villanova,
Home, 2 p.m., 275-2259
'.• MARCH 3
v- Department of English,
speaker-Paul Engle, "Poetry
and People," UDR, 7 p.m.,
275-2212 ..
v- Academic ADV Conference, Howard Johnson's,
$50, through March 4,
275-2123

UCF Baseball vs. Minnesota Twins, Tinker Field, 3
p.m., 275.-2259
V' Baseball vs. St. Joseph's,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259 ·
V' Men'.s basketball vs. Stetson, UCF gym, 7:30 p.m.,
275-2259
• MARCH 6
~ UCF Opera Workshop,
"Opera Live," RH, 8 p .m., $3
donation, 275-2869
V' 18th Annual Juried Student
Art Exhibition, UCF Art
Gallery, HFA, 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m., M-F, through April 25
V' Women's Basketball vs.
Stetson, UCF gym, 7:30 p.m.,
275-2259
• MARCH 7
V' Baseball vs. Catawba College, Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
··ii: MARCH 8
V' Baseball vs. Villanova,·
fi~me, 7 p.m., 275-2259
•MARCH 9
-,,,. · UCF Beal Estate Institute
Appraising Prfociple~ Course,
UCF, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., through
March 15, 275-2126
V' AIREA Spring Conference,
UCF, $45, through March 22,
275-2123
V'
Baseball vs. Michigan,
Home, 2 p.m., 275-2259
v- Capitalization Theory
Course, UCF, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,
275-2126
• MARCH 10
;; Public lecture-Lester
Thurow, Loch Haven Arts
Center, 1:30 p.m.
V'

:-ii. MARCH 4
v- Isaac Singer-lecture, SCA,
8 p.m.
V' Baseball vs. Catawba College, Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
•. MARCH 5
-~National Academy of
Sciences, "Planet Earth," Ch.
24, 9 p.m.
v- Broker Pre-Licensing, VCC
East, $175, through April 16,
275-2123; 275-2123
V' Isaac Singer-Seminar, 10
a.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.,
PDR.

v- Financial Management for
Women, Viscount Hotel,
$235, through March 12,
275-2123
. V' Baseball vs. I~haca College,
. Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
• . MARCH 11
;;· U.S. Surgeon General - C.
Everett Koop, UCF gym, 8
p.m.
V' Baseball vs. Liberty Baptist
Univ., Home, 7 _ p.m.,
275-2259

• MARCH 12
;;. Baseball vs. Liberty Baptist
Univ., . Home, 7 p.m.,
275-2259
II 'MARCH 14
v- Strategic Planning for
Management, Altamonte Springs, $35, 275-2259
V' Baseball vs. Temple Univ.,
Ji9µie,_7 p.m., 275-2259
• .MARCH 15
,;, 14 hour Classroom, UCF,
$50 , through March 16,
275-2123
V' Baseball vs. Temple Univ.,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
•

MARCH.16
v- Residential Valuation Procedures Course, UCF, 8 a.m.-5
p.m., through March 22,
$250, 275-2126
v- Gramm-Rudman Program,
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
MARCH 17
v- Sales Pre-Licensing Course,
VCC West, $125, through
April 30, 275-2123

V' Baseball vs. St. Xavier,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
V'
Drawings by Charles
Wellman, Library, through
May 2
v- Spring Parole, through
March 21
ii .MARCH 18
V'
Evaluating Software,
Hilton Inn, $175, 275-2123
V' Expert Systems, Hilton Inn,
$175, 275-2123
V' Baseball vs. St. Xavier,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259

, . MARCH19
v- 8th Annual Conference on
Computers and I.E., Hilton
Inn, $125/$ 250, through
March 21, 275-2123
v- Baseball vs. Northeastern
Univ., Home, 7 p.m.,
275-2259 '
•

MARCH 20
Baseball vs. Northeastern
Univ., Home, 7 p.m.,
275-2259
• ,MARCH 21
V'
S.E.
Symposium
Photomechanics,
UCF,
through March 22,- 275-2123
v- Baseball vs. St. Xavier,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
V'

• : MARCH 22
;;. Baseball s. St. Xavier,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
' • :MARCH 23
V' Baseball vs. Merrimack
College, Home, 2 p.m.,
275-2259

'. ii

MARCH 24

v- Baseball vs. SIU Edwardsville, Home,
275-2259.

7

p.m.,

..

. • · MARCH 25
~ . Baseball vs. St. Mary's,
Home. 7 p.m., 275-2259

•

•

MARCH 26
v- -Baseball vs. Colby College,
Home, 3 p.m., 275-2259
v- Baseball vs. St, Mary's,
Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259
v- UCF Real Estate Institute
Appraising Principles Course,
Winter Park High School, 6-9
p.m., Mon. and Wed., $250,
through April 28, 275-2126
1

•

•

I

MARCH 27

v- ·Baseball vs. Colby College,
Home, 3 p.m., 275-2259
v- Baseball vs. Merrimack
College, Home, 7 p.m.,
275-2259
v- Management Skills for
Women,
UCF,
$145/$125/$25, 275-2123

. ·•

MARCH 28

v- Baseball vs. Ohio State,

•

Home, 7 p.m., 275-2259

•

MARCH 29
V' Baseball vs. Ohio State,
Home, 2 p.m., 275-2259
V' Baseball vs. SIU Edwardsville, Home, 7 p.m.,
275-2259

•
•

.
.

Video Tutors:

•

• An Introductory Aid toTechnlcal education'
• Study help when you need It
• $Upplement the Classroom
• Rent a letq or VHS Vl~eo

. ·- ~hysieSI

· -.~. ~.J·ntroduct~ Coneepts .
·• :JCinematies

. ·~. Projedile Motion··
·Work. ~•.and Power

:· ~lnlP"8e and Collisions
; ~:~, •RU'.monic Motion and O.cillation

~ Rotational Motion I
-· a.~~onal Moti0n II

.·

··• RotatioDal Motion III
.· s~ticsl

..·

. •Statics II
• Fluid Statlea .·~. \- '. ·
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Physics II
·Electrical Networks I
. Eleetrical Networks l l
· El~trical Networks III
• Eleetrical Network~ Iv·
·. Electrical Networks V
· Electrostatic Forces ~Discrete· Charges
· · Electrostatic Fields -Discrete Charges
.
· Electric Fields From Continuous Charge Distributions
Modem Physics
• First Order Perturbation Theory
Ma~hematiu: Algebra I
·Operations On Real Numbers
·Basic Concepts of Algebra
-Equations
·Relations and Functions ·
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•
•

•

•
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·
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SAGA
•

•

SAGA receives mixed reviews

definitely like Brown's plan,"
he said.
Biology major Dave Newman
said he would like to go to the
beach without losing money on
meals.

•

•

.

plan. "We know student will
have to miss meals, and so we
design the plans accordingly,"'
he said.

I

FROM PAGE l

However food ~ervice
director Randy Roessler said
meal plans are not mandatory.
"Students have a choice," he
said.
"They can opt to go out and
eat hamburgers or snack on
something in the dorm,''
Roessler said. "The university
allows refrigerators."
But the university prohibits
cooking equipment like
hotplates. Students can drive to
off-campus restaurants, but
many find it inconvenient. ·
"They (SAGA) know we don't
have a choice," Jane Davies, an
education major, said. "It's not
feasible to d~ive to Wendy's.·~
But Roessler said SAGA gives
students four free meals if they
elect to buy the -19 meals-a-week

The director of UCF's food services says h<:
thinks students enjoy eating SAGA food, and a
' student senator is claiming partial responsibility for creating that impression.
Randy Roessler, the food service director,
says a recent food committee meeting showed
that students are satisfied with SAGA's service.
Carl Neidhart_, the senator, agreed that most
comments at the meeting about the food service were positive but added that the students
who showed up were unrewesentative of campus opinion.
"I think that what was communicated at the
meeting is one thing, and what students say at
the table is another," Neidhart said.
He added that he is partially rerponsible for
this descrepancy.
"It was my fault for not bringing them (the
complaints) up," Neidhart said. "The students
(who dislike SAGA food) never showed up, and
I did not remember their complaints."
But Roessler rusagrees with Neidhart. "We
advertised the food service meeting, and a
representative sample both for and against attended," he said.
"l was really surprised at the good comments I heard at the meeting," Roessler said.
"They said the pasta bar was a good idea; the
deserts were good; and the eggs were exce1lent1y prepared."
But even Roessler says SAGA slips
sometimes. ·
"When you prepare 750,000 meals a year,

5

you won't maintain the quality you should,"
he said.
He added that the quality sometimes drops
because SAGA experiments with recipes. "The
lasagna that was good last week may turn out
loose and runny this week,' Roessler said.
"Our main problem is consistency," he said.
But Neidhart says it is much more.
. "Students tire of the same menu," he said.
"You get veal over and over again in different
clothing. Students want more variety."
Neidhart, who was once a chef said that
SAGA chooses veal because it is a cheap food. ·
"They can buy a patty for 25 to 45 cents, sell it
for $1.45 and make a $1 profit on each one."
"SAGA probably prepares, a lot of veal
because it takes fewer man hours to prepare,''
Neidhart said.
Neidhart also says that SAGA serves cold
food.
"At least I have not had a warm meal since
I've been eating there," he said.
Other students did not go as easy on SAGA
as Neidhart:
"It's debatable that it's eatable," Therese
Hamilton, marketing; said.
"The chicken is pink and it looks like it
moves," education major Jane Davies said.
"The food is left uncovered in the back."'
"That greasy stuff is a major ripoff," a
senior psychology major said.
-Mike Carr

"They (SAGA)
know we don't
have a choice.
It's not feasible
to drive to
Wendy's.
·Jane DavJes,
education major
However, Brown charges that
SAGA adjusts the price on the
five, 10 and 14 meals-a-week
plan. "The light eaters suffer
while the heavy eaters come out
ahead," he said.
Back in the cafeteria, Thomas
and Gal~in are talking about ·
the little extra cash they might
,haxe during soccer season.

Help Woodsy
spread :

the word. ·

DR. FRED FRAZIER

Test your investment
skUls ...

OPTOMETRIST
General Practice of Optometry

SOFr CONTACTS
Daily Wear •

Extended Wear •

$49.00

$79.00.

• professional tee additional

PARK SQUARE
851 E. S.R. 434
LONGWOOD, Fl

Bring this coupon
tor a 10 percent discount
off of o ~air of glasses.

HOURS:
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 9-5
Tues. & Thurs. 11-7

831-2121

THE FIVE PRIMARY CAUSES OF HAPPY
.,.-----....--HOUR$ AI

•

•

You don't need a degree to prove a flair for smart investments at Florida Villas,
Orlanpo's most fashionable duplex community. And all the fun of an exclusive
club!
At Florida Villas you own your own home. So as roommates pay you rent, you
build valuable equity at a much lower price!
It's only 10 minutes from U.C.F., yet it's seduded--a pleasant escape from the
hectic college pace. And it's in the area projected to be Orlando's most dynamic
business sector, guaranteeing a profitable future.
Charm you friends with ,stylish features ... cathedral ceilings, indoor atriums,
skylights, courtyards ... and entertain in your own private clubhouse, overlooking
the pool and whirlpool spa.
And it"s all from only $48,900. That's as low as $412. per month • for
principal and interest .
Graduate to a smart investment in Florida Villas today!
·Based on a sales price of $48,900, mortgage amount of $46.450. Interest rate of I 01/8%
fixed for 30 years. Add $61 per month for taxes, insurance, maintenance fee and PMI.

SALES OFFICE OPEN DAILY 10-6. • 281-4442

HERITAGE
AMERICAN
HOMES

Home
Depot

50

*

~ Florida
~ Vill~s

O

~
~

Located one block eait of the intersection of Highways 50 and 436. behind Home Depot and Eastland Shopping Center.

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTlY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, .EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWiND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT· CHAZ MIKELt .
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE ·
HOURS

MON.-THU.RS. 11 A.M. - 12 P.M ..
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
. Noon - 6 P.M.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE .MALL .
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S

898-6041
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REFUNDS
FROM PAGE 3
additional positions are in fact
necessarry if we want to speed
up refunds and improve the
work environment."
There is only · one UCF
employee working on student
refunds. Gomez said that the
university counts on the
individual to serve on a
continuing basis because of the
complex training and on-the-job
experience that is needed to
prepare someone."
Bolte feels that within the

year the system will improve.
'Tm optomistic. We have
asked for more support staff
and are doing everything we
can to· automate so we can get
the money back to the. student
faster," Bolte ~aid.
c
Hormuth does not anticipate
a quick clean up but does eJ{pect
the university to start refunds
by the middle of this week.
"Once the final processing
happens," said ·Hormuth, "it
will still be tough to start
refunding because we have so
much other stuff to catch up on.
We are asking for more staff but
for now, we have to keep
pluging- away."

GOING AROUND iN -CIRCLES?
SATURDAYS lQAM to 2PM
SUNDAYS 2PM to 5PM
·:KIOSK 275·2060

A Very Good Reason To ·
Come To The Rock-Me
You know Prudential. The Rock. Now I'd like
you to get to know me. As the new Prudential
agent in your area. I am trained to offer you
professional service for virtually a// your
insurance needs ... Life. Health. Auto and
Homeowners.
And I'm backed up by the vast resources of
the largest insurance company in the
country-Prudential.
So if personal. professional service is
important to you. contact me. I'm now here
to help.

Kevin P. Connell Orlando, Florida 32809
District Agent and
Office: (305) 857-1371
Registered Representative Residence: (305) 275-3049
The Prudential @iM
.......

I
1

.c 1984 The Prudential
Insurance Company
of America.
Newark. N.J.

COME SEE US!
• :1 v1 s 1\ .' ,

·

Of Student Affairs UCF

United Parcel·Service
Part-Time POsitions ·A vailable

-1

~

·I

U S

United Parcel Service will _b e
accepting applications for

part-time loaders and unload~rs.
excellent pay· $8.00 ·an hour.
Please sign up for an i_nferview
appointment i·n the Career Re~ouree
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal o_p portunity employer.

,Work shiftS ·begin at 4:30 a~m.,
_or 11:06 p.m., M·onday·ttlroUgh Friday
er day.
·
workweek. 3 to 5 hOurs ·p_

<

Opinirn
Insightful student·
opens door to UCF's
only real problems ORLANDO-We're here today interviewing Joe Student, a typical student at the University of Central
Florida. Joe's a 26-year old business major. He's single
and works part time a Barney's Burger Barn.
Joe, what's life as a student at UCF like?
"I don' know. Heh, heh. What?"
Very funny Joe. You're quite articulate.
"Yeah, thanks. I had to, uhh ... take a speech class,
uhh .. .last semester. It sucked because it was at night."
Well, why did that make it suck?
"Uh, I don' know. That damn traffic makes it. a real
pain to get to in time. But that was okay, cause I didn't
like it anyway."
Oh. What do you believe to be UCF's biggest problems?
"Well, the parking situation is ridiculous, add/drop ·
lines are too long, and I can't get the classes I want."
Do you feel these problems are being addressed by
the university administration?
"No, they're half the problem."
Why do you say t~at, Joe?
"Well, uh, they don't do anything about the problems."
·
I see. What does the administration do?
"Nothing but sit on their butts in their offices."
Oh. Can you tell me the president of the university's
name? ~
"Sure, it's Dr. Trevor Colbourn."
Could you spell that please?
"Sure, no problem. T-R-E-V-E-R C-0-A-L-B-U-R-N."
Fine. I'll interview him later I think. Tell me Joe, are
you involved with any clubs or organizations at UCf.?
"Nab, no time. Besides, there's really none that I
like."
What kinds of clubs does UCF have?
"Oh, I don:t know. Engineering and some church
things."
·
Ah. Tell me Joe, what do you do for entertainment
around here?
"Well, Monday nights I go to Sweeney's, Tuesday its
nickel beer, Wednesday it's J.J.'s, Thursday I always
check out 'ladies night' at Knight Out. Weekends I just
go out.''
Say you're a really busy guy. I guess you make lots of
great business connections there.
"Well. .. yeah ... yeah lots. Yeah business
connections."
I see. Well, Joe. You've given us insight into the situation here at UCF and given some terrific perspective
on their solutions.
"Yeah, well I always thought that all the administration needed to do was ask the students. That's the problem."
Well Joe, you seem like a young man.who's really going places. You should be an asset to any company you
work for.
"Yeah. Before we go I wanna say 'hi' to my mom
and everybody at the Burger Barn .. .''
Yes, well I'm sorry but we have to go. But thank you
for your time. You've demonstrated the real problems
which plague UCF.

~·

College Press Servif"'o

Series provided direction
The Orlando Sentinel has had a few more readers
than usual in the land of Camelot this week. thanks to
Laura Ost's in-depth series on the past, present and unsure future of our university.
The articles. which began Sunday and concluded
yesterday, have stirred mixed reactions within the
UCF communify. Many appreciate the great deal of attention the Sentinel has given us, yet aren't sure what
to think about the many negative things that Ost has who have again and again shown that they care about
people and real solutions. They don't worry about the
pointed ol:lt.
Some know exactly what they think.
superficial appearances of our school. They want to fix
They think the Sentinel has it in for us. They're get- the real problems.
Take note all of you who sit behind your desks and
ting organized and writing letters. They'd like to see
Laura Ost and her editors tried for libel, slander and· cry about what an injustice The Orlando Sentinel has
done to you. Take note of ~he example some of your
all sorts of neat legalese.
There are pro~essors who feel hurt.
peers have set. On your next lunch hour, take a
There are administrators who feel betrayed.
walk-outside where UCF really does live. Talk to a
Too bad.
groundskeeper or a student or a squirrel. It doesn't
It's about time someone pointed out to the ignorant ' matter. Just give yourself some time to get to know the
among us that UCF is not Camelot. This place has community you're serving.
·
some problems and maybe now someone in a position
Now we students aren't free from sin either. We love
to d~ something ·
will get off their duff and take to complain, but whe.n the time comes to make
some real action.
ourselves heard, we vanish from sight.
People at UCF h~ve always complained about how
Oh by the ;-ay ... a .resolution has already passed out
things just aren't quite right around here. Now that so- of committee in the 18th student senate praising The
meone outside of our bubble has pointed out the fact Orlando Sentinel's insight jnto the fact that UCF nee.ds
that we have no direction, no common thread to bind some definite direction ~f it's to save itself from ruin.
us, nothing that makes us uniquely UCF, maybe the
Despite knowing that my words count for nill with
lazy elements. of our administration will start to follow most of the senate, I'd like to propose a deal:
the examples real leaders in our school. Leaders like
Guys and gals, if you pass that resolution, the
Lee Tubbs and Joyce Clampitt, two administrators Killian's is on me.

you would b~ able to appreciat.e King all
the more.
February is National Black History
Month and as I end this letter let me add
this final note. All Abraham Lincoln did
- was sign a piece paper. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. gave his life.

King gave life
to help ~~hers
Editor:
This is in response to the letter, .. King
no more important than others" which
appeared in the Feb. 20 issue of The
Central Florida Future.
The person wanted to know why the
university cancelled its afternoon classes.
to honor Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
They c;uld not understand why a man
who "mainly toured the country inciting riots'.' should be commemorated.
If you think that is a 11 Martin Luther
King, Jr. did, then how in the world did
you ever get this far? Your ignorance only proves how much farther society has
to go. King stood for characteristics you
certainly seem to lack. He hoped _for a
color-blind society in which ~e c~~ld all

~ -.~ .

--

.

.

be equal, but unfortunately the~e are
still those, like yourself, who will never
fit into that society.
Dr. King fought not only for blacks, but
for all minorities and he never once used
violence to · achieve his goal. Those
"riots" you refer to were began by the
ignorance and selfishness of the white
man. King gave minoritie~ pride and
reason to hold their head up high. He
taught us to fight back. Mct-yb~ you
never saw hundreds of people beaten to
death solely because someone else 1
thought they were better. I'm sure if y~u
.were to ever e~p.erience these ttiings the~

he Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Fl., 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865

.

S. Mlkell Rhodea . Don Wittekind
Editor ·
Managing Editor

Jeff Gllck
Asst. Man. EdllorjDeslgn

Dania E. Hinton
Nursing
-

•Presidential race
doesn't need promises
' Election time for Student Government
President and Vice President has arrived. In just rna:tter of time the campus
~ill be ·c.~>Vered with posters and pamphlets describing each candidate, which
is nothingyEusual. H9.wever~ finding a

Theresa AHOIJKJre .• Todd l.~z
Art Director
ProducHon Manager

Chris Richcreek
Sports Editor

Adam Cl)rlQn.
Photo Editor

~·

~ems

Joseph Ruggeri
Political Science

Editor:

Tim lall
News Editor

. J!m

President who will follow through with
his campaign promises is unusual.
Our current president promised to
solve the parking and add/drop problems. Just what the hell has been done?
Last time I had to park my car in Bithlo
so I could wait in the add/drop line for
three .hours.
This year I am going to vote for a candidate who will make himself known.
Someone who will work for the students.
A person who is known for g~tting the
job done and solving problems.
·

: I
Manager

a

Morgan PhllllpaGeneral·Manoger
'

Kelly Ruff
A_?verttslng Director
Jim Donato
Ad ProducHon Manoger

Mad? Then, don't be a sap. Write a
letter to the editor and get it off your
back. Drop your letters off at our luxurious offices in the ugly white trailer
next to the Health Ct?nter or drop them. in ihe mail .

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the editor
or writer and not necessarlly those of the Board of Publications, universi ty
administration, or Board of Regents. Letters to rhe editor must be typed
and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subfe.ct to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a free, non-profit twice-weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.
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Classified
Word processing ona editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonalbe rates CAii Jan 8SS-4077.
Reliable student to babysit afternoon/eves.
Some overnights. Own car nonsmoker varied
sked. Bay Hill - Sand lqke area Phone
876-S108.

Pl BETA PHI
This weekend Is friendship weekend at
Maureen M's house In Melbourne. Get
psyched for Sigma Chi Derby week. Keep
saving th~ Aluminum cans.

DELTA GAMMA

Get psyched DeeGees tor our first four way
social with L.XA OTO and ZTA. Remember to
all DG's composites are being taken Sun.
4:30-7:00. See Gert for an apt.

SSSIM1v11:DIATE CASHSSS
• For coins, stamps, or baseball cards.
CAii Biii 671-5466.
S200 tor room In ro'rge house. Private bath.
' Kitchen, laundry, and living GJrea prlvlledges.
s ml to UCF. Non smoker. 677-1108 around
9pm.

Across from UCF avail. lmmed new 2 bd/2
bth washer/dryer 275-3439.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Brothers and pledges, let's have a great
retreat. Attitude adjustment at house ~rlday
as usual. Province weekend not far.

U<:::F-MARTIN area vlllas large 2 and 3 brm 2
baths, private patio, pool and full JacuzzJ.
Call 281-6393.
.

Tuska~ino condo tor rent-2 master bdrms, 2
bath on pool, jacuzzl, sauna, all major appliances $495/mo 275-3253 826-111~

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI
bEX meeting Feb. 21 EN 121 11:00 membership certificates awarded. Anyone Interested
In law Is Invited to attned. Upcoming spring
events will be planned.

Surfboard 5'6" twin tin NA S125 VIC -b525
Printer S150, Dave 275-4494.

Macintosh. Apple llC and Apple II E systems
and accessories - unbeatable prices-call for
quote 859-4006.
3 piece living room furniture. Good condition. Sl50 lamps, almost new SSO pair
7744749 ieaVe msg on recorder.
Clean furniture. 2 bedroom 11/2 bath Mobile
home adults only no pets S265 mo plus
security 1O ml E ol UCF 568-4360.

-.-

Live In-a house! Looking tor female student
to rent a room 175 mo plus utllllles. 13 ml
from UCF nonsmoker. Must furnish bedroom
furniture. For more Info coU 898-4220.

SUMMER AND CAREER JOBS AVAILABLE!
Resort Hotels, Cruise Liners and amusement
parks are now accepting appllcollons for
employment! To recieve on appllcotlon and
Information, Write: Tourism Information Services P.O. Box 7411 Hiiton Heqad Island, SC:
29928.

ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free
Nitrous
.
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth control.
Morning after treatment. Conlldenliai, private.
women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk south of Colonial off Mills
422-0606 or toll free 18004328Sl7.
SS off with this ad.

Secretary/receptionist. Telephone and computer experience reqd. Experience with
"Wordmaster". software helpful. Send resume
lo: Attn: Executive Director, 12644 Research
Parkway Orlando, Fi. 32826.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and councelllng. VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

OVERSEAS JOBS..- Summer, yr round. Eurof:>e, S.
America, Australis, Asia. All fields.
S900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free inlo Write
I.JC, P.O. Box S2-fl-4 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

QUEST apts - 2bdrm 2 bath, very clean and
close to school, dishwasher, disposal,
washer/dryer option-Aristotle Dr. 5400.00
per month Call Jason 281-4712.

UCF Martin area townhouse lg 2 and 3 brm,
2 baths, private patio, pool and jacuzzl.

Duplex 1 bed carport 3 mi N of UCF In res
area large yard Just off Alafaya on Lake
Hayes Road. S260 month l year lease
365-3648 eves.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. SlS,000-SS0,000/yr
Possible. All occupations. CAii 805-¢87-6000
Ext. 4628 for information.

ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free
Nitrous
.
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth control.
Morning after treatment. Confidentlal, private.
women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRtH CONTROL CENTER
, 1240 Hiiicrest, 1 blk south of Colonial off Mills
422-0606 or toil free 1800432BS17.
SS off with this ad.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counceliing. VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Call Ruth Rlchords-894-7169 for your typing
needs 7"days a week.

QwERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service lor fast, accurate,
professional typing of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Spe~llng
checker. Pick up and delivery.
788·9097

Looking for a classy place to live? Here's
your chancel 1 ml from UCF 2 bd/2bthwash/dry-mlnl blinds call Tom or Frank at
6S7-9437.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidential, Individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US W. Fairbanks: one block
west ad 17-92 Mon-Sot. Cali 647-1477 we can
help you.
•

EXPERT TYPING: 24 years exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. coi:eclion of spelling, grommerpunc., and editing included. Reasonolbe. Coll Bea, 678-1386.

Duplex 1 bed carport 3 ml n of UCF In res
area large yard just off Alalayo on Lake
hayes Road. S260 month 1 year lease
365-3648 eves.

Portable washer/dryer-direct to kitchen sink
and 110 outlet. Used three months. Was
5550 new. Asking 5350 ph 365-2214 near
UCF.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). Also
delinquent property. Call 805-¢87-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 for Information.

Total Secretarial Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or to
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidential, individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US w. Fairbanks: one block
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Call 647-1477 we can
help you.

Sewing and alterations - reasonable rates; •
coll Lindo ofter 6 p.m.: 281-8429.

NEED ANYTHING TYPED& CALL JEAN at
628-2608 ans she will do II. Reasonable.
TYPING. FAST ACCURATE REASONABLE.
657-9015 or 657-9073.

Word processing and editing. Prelessionai
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonaibe rotes CAii Jan 855-4077.

Typing quality; Term papers, theiis, docl.:
medical, legal, resumes, llrs. Notary service.
Good rates, UCF emp 1 ml from campus Marti
36S-6874.

QWEllTY INK, LTD
A wqrd processing service for fast, accurate,
professional typing of term papers, reports, ,
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Spelling
checker. Pick up and dellverr.
788-9097

0(8~'
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FAST TYPING SERVICE

Total Secretarial Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or too
small, fast accurate service at affordable lees.
657-0705.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
~IRTH CONTROL

Quick Professional Services. All work prepared
on comme1clol word prossessors for error free
neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality
printer not dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and
revisions. Same day, weekend and over ningt
service available. 3 locations. Coil 671-3007,
3S2-9007 or 660-1007.
RESUMES AND COVER LETIERS
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079._

individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

:rou FREE 800-432-5249
TUTORING FIRST HOUR FREE with this ad.
Algebra trig coic I and Ii PHY 2050 ex.p erienced, refrences David Gravely
. (27S)-4173.
•
Professional resume writing and typesetflng.Coil UNIV resources at 8S94006. Resume
and typesettlnc $40 typesetting only, S20.
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64A.D.EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT
-~~
:··

Nero s fiddling around with
bnght ideas wouldn't
have been necess"ary
if Bud Light had
been served at all
those toga parties.
Its the less-fj}jjrzg
hght beer with the
first name in taste
So, fnends and
countrymen, bring

out your best Serve
Bud Light at your next ·
toga party. Or ask for it
at your favonte
beeraton·um.

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.

1

© Anheuser-Busch , Inc.

St. Louis, Mo.

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671~0661 Or 851-7100
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on a team may sign up at RS
IOI.

I NOW PLAY THE "ORIGINAL" AIR PISTOL,
CAPTURE-THE-FLAG
GAME.
.•
.. . /
.

,

.
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•HOCKEY

•SOFTBALL
The softball season begins
March third with games at 4:00

Intramural Floor Hockey
starts soon. Enter your team or
sign up individually by
and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Tuesday, March 4 jn RS IOI.
Thursday on the three
intramural fields. Late entries • SKI TEAM
will be accepted through
The UCF water ski team
Tuesday, Mar. 4. Call 275-2408 · dub invites all interested skiers
or come to the Rec Services to their weekly meeting each
building next to the pool for Wednesday in the Student
more information.
Organizational Lobby. The
Individuals wishi~g to get time of the meeting is 8:00 p.m.

BASEBALL
FRbM PAGE 12

i..

junior year he switched to third base. He doesn't
mind telling why. "Even though I have been a
strong batter throughout my career, I didn't
have the range that a shortstop needed. With
quick reflexes and a strong arm, I'm more tailor
made to play third base," McHugh said.
After graduation, McHugh received over 100
offers to play ball for colleges all .over the
country. However, he received scholarships
from only junior colleges. McHugh explains,
"No major colleges ever actually offered~nfe' a
scholarship. I just wasn't good .enough at the
time to compete at a four year level. Valencia
offered me a scholarship and I went with them
because they were close to home."
Valenda's Coach Perry had a humbling effect
on McHugh, as he found out that he had a lot
more to learn about baseball than he realized. "I
contribute the fact that I'm a better ball player
to Coach Perry. He helped me understand the
game better and helped me to understand that as
a ball player I had limitations." McHugh added,
"He showed me that I had to learn what I could
do well and to develop those strenghts to the
maximum."
After two years at Valencia, once again the
letters started to pour in but this time the leters
were from major colleges such as Vanderbilt,
Georgia and Florida State. In the end, McHugh
choose UCF because of his family. "It was very
important for me that my father could see me

GOLF
FROM -PAGE 11
scorer ~ith 76.
A soggy course left UCF with
a team score of 614 after the
second round of play. "It rained
most of the nights, the bal I
wasn't getting much carry."
said Lanham.
Sunday didn't prove much

play, it's that s.imple,' says McHugh.
McHugh's respect for Coach Bergman runs
deep. "Coach Bergman respects me as a person.
.He knows I'm going to play everyday and l
know that I'm going to play everyday. Coach
just expects me to give I 00 percent and to lead
by example. I respect the fact that he allows me
to play my own game because he knows that I
understand my capabilities," said McHugh . .
When asked to name his hobbies besides
baseball, McHugh becomes hard pressed. "My
Hobbies? Well, I guess fishing and skiing and ...
I'm kind of an introvert so, I guess baseball
encompasses all of my time, really. Whenever I
have spare time, I spend it on baseball."
Now a senior, McHugh is looking towards life.
If he he has to choose between finance or
baseball in the future? "Baseball is my first love.
If there is any chance that I could play pro ball,
then that's the direction I'm going to head in.
Whether the money is there or not, I'd play ball.
I just want the chance," said McHugh.
McHugh feels that even if he does not make it
in baseball, he will still be involved with
athletics in some capacity. ''I'd like to advise
athletes on how to direct their finaces. I'd be
almost like an agent."
Scott McHugh does not say much and if you
are not looking for him, you probably will not
spot him . But as long as the scent of spring is in
the air; as long as he has a glove on and a
baseball to throw; as long as he can see his father
watching him in the stands and as long as he can
give 100 percent every time he hits the baseball
diamond, Scott McHugh is a happy man. It is
that simple.

better tor the Knights as
Etscorn Weiss and Freeman
each shot 77's as the team
tallied a tournament high 311.
Miami won the tournament
with a team score of l 0 underpar-854. The Gators finished
second with a 856 and FSU
came in third with a 869.
Miami's Woodv Austin was
the individual winner with an
eight-under-par three day total

~

of Orlando, Inc.

$2.00 OFF
REGULAR GAME FEE
FoR INFORMATION

(with coupon)
& RESERVATIONS

CALL:

298-5694

~--------------------------·
I~ OLDSMOBIL~
ATTENTION SENIORS!!
IF

1) Within 6 months of graduation
or have graduated within the
last year,
2) Have or will receive a 4
year degree.
--3-)-Have verifiable employment
after graduation.
ARE: Eligible and Approved for a
Lease and/or a Purchase of a
New Automobile

YOU ARE:

THEN YOU

For further information and assistance contact:
THOMAS A. MAIER, Sales Representative
(305) 678·1717
1177 N. SEMOIAN BOULEVARD, WINTER PAIK, FLORIDA 32792
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NEED BOOKS?

a

LAST DAY To PuRCHASE
TE.X TBOOKS

of 208 .
Nilsson finished with a 229,
Weiss with a 231, Etscorn with
a 233, Freeman with a 238 and
John O 'Lea~y with a 243.
·
UCF will play their -second
tournament of the spring this 1------------::--------------weekend at Louisiana State
As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can help developing countries
University. The Knights will be
develop the minds they need to join the technological revolution.
hosting a UCF Invitational
The Peace Corps needs teachers with math or science degrees. For
Tournament March 16-19 at
further information, call toll-free 8Q0,4z4,g5so. And put your
Deer Run Country Club.
experience to work where it can do a world of good.
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Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall .

* Static Line Program

* Tandem Jumping

Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- - Call or Write for our Brochure

ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING, SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO

2814 Corrine Drive• 1 M1. E. of

Base• 896 1701

•
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Men's team loses two games on the road
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The UCF men's basketball team sank
lower into the loss column by dropping
two more games on the road to The
Citadel and Baptist College at South
Carolina.
The Citadel downed UCF 72-66 at
Charleston Thursday night behind L~on
Bryant's 22 points and 12 from forward
Kent Hill. Though the Citadel was

Football
signs 29

outrebounded 41-28 by the Knights,
they converted twice as many free
throws, 16-8.
The Knights were led by six-foot-eight
center Tony Marini who posted 18
points and a game high 12 rebounds.
Chris Wallen came off the bench to
match Marini's point total with nine
field goals.
· On Saturday the Knights came close,
but were beaten for the second time this
season by Baptist College, 77-74. Earlier
this season Baptist took a 76-67 decision

number

Centers
------------ ·'- ''Guards

4,.
4

by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR
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1
Wide receivers
2
3
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The signee list for the UCF
football program is growing.
The ranks have swelled to 29
gridiron pla)~ers who will
become fighting Knights next
fall.
There are some interesting
facts about the signees. 28 of the
29 players are from the state of
Florida, as UCF continues to
build a homegrown team. The
lone "foreigner" among the
newcomers is defensive tackle
Brett Kelley of McNicholas high
school in Cincinatti.
The t_allest player is six-footsix Rich Gallagher, a tackle
from Boone High School. The
largest player may be six-footfive, 280 pound Tom Jones, an
off ens i v·e
t'a ck le
from
...

..

linebackers
Defensive backs
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The UCF men's golf team got
off to a slow start this l 986
spring season finishing last in
this past weekend~~) 7th annual
Seminole Golf Classic held _at
Florida State University.
The Knights finished the three
day tournament with a team
total 61-over-par 925. "We
were just playing out of our
class," said UCF coach Tony
Lanham.
UCF was up against such
powerhouses as Miami,
University of Florida, Auburn,
Augusta and FSU.
Yngve Nilsson, a junior
marketing major from Sweden,
led the Knights the first day

4

Jacksonville.
On the 1frst day of · signings
for college players, head coach
Gene McDowell said, "We are
extremely pleased with the
results of our coaches recruiting
efforts. It is obvious we have a
fine university here_because we
don't have the football players
yet today we signed excellent
football players who also are
very good students."

shooting a 73. Senior
teammates Rich Etscorn and
Mike Freeman each hit four
over par 76's while John Weiss
shot a 79. The team fin ished the
day with a 304 while Miami,
which led most of the
tournament, hit a six-under-par
282.
The Knights performance got
progressively worse as_ the
weekend went on. "We were the
first to tee-off (Saturday)' and it
was cold and windy." said
Lanham "The weather was just
unbelievably bad, it must have
been about 40 degrees."
John Weiss, who has been
playing golf for 15 years, led
the Knights Saturday with a 75.
Nilsson was UCF's second low

SEE GOLF, PAGE 10
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UCF's Golf team swings
back into action
by Stefan Keller

university, the community, and most importa~tly, his
players.
Just think, a major sport a UCF that actually boasts
a winning record, a successful season, and respect from
other universities. Sounds too good to be true doesn't
it?
But dreams of certain people tend to fog the reality
of what is truthfully significant. A couple of years back
a few top dogs got together and made_the decision to
move up to Division I.
So the process began. Budget cuts, program cuts and
losing seasons began to be common place in the
athletic department.
One tragedy lead to another and the basketball
program was faced with the resignation of Clark. So
the end of winning seasons sets in over UCF. The

The Knights placed five players in
double figure scoring, led by Sam
Alexander with 19 and Cummings
Jacobs scoring 17.
UCF outshot Baptist .559 to .531, but
-committed twice as many tutnovers,
16-8. Tony Marini and Jacobs led all
rebounders with eight apiece.
For the season, Pat Crocklin is on tbp
of the Knights scoring column,
averaging 11.3 ppg. Alexander is second
in both the scoring and rebounding
columns.

The views of Gen·e McDowell

Signees by position
position

at the UCF gymnasium.
Th<;mgh the Knights trailed as badly
as 30-13 in the first half, they fought
back to a 39-30 first half deficit.
With eighteen seconds remaining in
the game, Chris Walien canned a
jumper to bring UCF within one point,
75-74. On their next trip down court,
Wallen missed a jumper at the six
second mark, and Buccaneer Tony
Fairley was fouled with the rebound.
Fairley converted two free throws to ice
the victory.

havetakenthejobin
the f ir5t place.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Confusion continued when Bill
Peterson, last year's
athletic director and
Among sports, football seems to be the runnSaban's boss, resigning favorite with the athletic department at
ed. President ColUCF.
bourn' s solution was
Yet it is football that also appears to be
to make the new
holdi.ng the athletic department back ..
man responsible for
Before football came to UCF, the athletic
the .football prodepartment could boast of having several top 20
gram also responsiDivision II programs that also produced several
All Americans at that level. The women's soccar
ble for the athletic
Gene McDowell
team and the volleyball team each won national
department.
According to McDowell, his decision to
chamlpionships.
In 1978, UCF President Trevor Colbourn took
become the athletic director was based on UCF's
over Florida Technological University. Colcontinued commitment to building a football
bourn initiated two big changes. He changed
program that can lead to success for the entire
FTU into a regional college, the University of
department.
Central Florida, and then started up a football
The emphasis on football has hurt the athletic
department, but football still receives top prioriprogram.
Colbourn, born and raised in England, was
ty because as a sport it has great potential to
educated in America where he studied American · generate community interest and revenue. For
history. History has apparantly taught Colbourn
example, football which has the largest budget
of all the athletic programs, also brings in the
how important football is to the American mind.
largest chunk of revenue out of all the sports.
As a regional school, recent events indicate
that UCF has a long way to go. As a football proThe question then is how to build a strong
football team and athletic department on the
gram, several losing seasons and a $1. 1 million
debt have pro'7ed that UCF has an even longer
whole with a $1. l million debt. President Colbourn has set a policy for the athletic departway to go .
ment of pay,ing off the debt in four years at
This debt came about because of the spending
$250,000 a year.
philosophy in the push to develop a football
Gene McDowell has proposed strict budget
team. Former head coach Lou Saban is responsicuts and re-organization of the athletic departble for chalking up $400,000 worth of that debt.
With the debt now built up and with the push
ment as a means of ·survival. These cuts have
placed stronger demands· on an athletic departto Division I (except for football which remains
at division II), the athletic department has had to
ment which now has to compete at an everr
stronger level of compition.
make sacrifices.
In this, McDowell's first )41ilar, the football
Wrestling has been dropped. Both soccar
team e?rned two more ictories than last year.
teams failed to compete aga inst enough quality
Also, the athletic department, according to
teams to put them into the NCAA playoffs and
both basketball teams seem to have lost their
McDowell, is on schedule with the first installment ori the debt.
spunk.
The tennis program, which was never top
One thing that McDowell has re-organized has
quality to begin with, is in a chaotic state. Both
been the 1986 football season's schedule. The
changes that McDowell has made will mean a
teams are 0-4 on the year so far and lack fully
qualified coaches. Lyn King, who regularly
$115,000 savings for the athletic department
coaches the volleyball team, handles the
and a lighter schedule for the football team to
women's team while John ~oatta, who regularly
contend with which could translate into a winncoaches the offensive backfield for the football
ing season.
team does what he can for the men's team.
Howev.er, McDowell still contends that the
UCF's proposed solution to the debt and saggschedule will not be easy to the point where the
ing athletic department is Gene McDowell.
Knights can make it to the Division II NCAA
McDowell said that he first came to UCF to
playoffs.
1coach football because of the tremendous
McDowell is still concerned with the rerecruiting opportunities that the Central Florida
organization of the entire department. Enforcarea offered. However, he also said that if he
ing policy and having a more efficient revenue
knew about the $1.1 million debt he would not
producing system are at the top of his list.

by Scott Broden

Knights spent one more season in Division II (Sunshine
the stability that the program once had such complete
State conference), under the direction of a new head
contrql over has developed into a never ending battle.
coach, Chuck Machock. Machock, like most new
The fight to keep the program aboye water, to keep the
coaches had a hard time living up to expectations.
team from drowning under the darkness of defeat will
Ma chock lead the Knights to a record of 15- r3 his
continue now and for years down the road .
. first year. Suddenly, UCF was not the powerhouse ·
These are the new dreams for the Knights. Instead of
basketball team that everyone loved and supported.
the orginal plan of advancement, the program seems to
Things then went from bad to sad in the next year.
be only fighting against themselves.
UCF went Division I and the Knights kissed a
The program needs the budget, the players, the
winning season good bye. Machock coached at UCF
coaches and the support from ~he students and faculty
for that first season before he resigning.
to make it work. Recently, UCF has become used to the
So the tradition carries on. UCF brought in yet
idea of not having a major sport prove successful.
another head coach, Phil Carter. To say the Knights
Maybe it is time to set the clock back and go back to
had t.r oubles this year would be a severe
the beginning when UCF could play in a smaller but
understatment, as UCF is sporting a whopping 4-1°9
still respected league. The Knights do not need to go as
record thus far.
far back as the Orlando Gators, but UCF does need to
Who's to blame? The coaches? The players? Or
tone down and fall within reasonable dimensions o(
maybe it is those select few who decided to move the
competition.
program into dimensions out of reason.
The dreams that were supposed to come true and the
Advancemnet or stability, which can be desrcibed as
goals that were soon to be achieved have developed
the more important? With a program such as UCF's,
into nightmares and headaches for all concerned.

McHugh's life is UCF ba eball

-

UCF's third baseman Scott McHugh
cannot be described.as a "rowdy." He is
an athlete that belongs to only one
organization on campus, the UCF
baseball team. For Scott McHugh,
baseball is his only haven.
McHugh belongs to an elite group of
athletes who would say that the most
important aspect they percieve on thefield is the fact that their family and
friends are present at the game. To
McHugh, whether he goes 0 for 4, or 4
for 4, the only thing that is importantjs
that he has · given his best in front of his
friends and family, especially his father,
who is Scott's biggest fan.
McHugh doesn't like the shallow
glory that goes along with playing a
major sport and ~~en he is off the field

- --

Scott McHugh mans the "hot corner" for the UCF basebali team.

The slate of basketball
A winning season is every coaches dream, goal
and probable nightmare.
For all you youngsters and newcomers,
basketball at UCF was at one time a very successful and respected program.
However, the Knights have not Seen a winning
record in two years. Interestingly enough, UCF
has not had a winning record since the program
jumped to Division I.
What happened to the winning team that the
university baske_d ii) every season?
First of all, UCF lost the most valuable asset
the program ever had and probably ever will set
eyes on, Gene (Torchy) Clark. Clark was the
original head coach at UCF from the very beginning of basketball history.
Granted, the first season, '69-70, was plagued
by teams such as: Patrick Air Force Base and the
Orlando Gators, UCF posted a winning record
of 11-3.
Not only did the Knights enjoy 14 winning
seasons und~r ~lark, the program grew to be
respected. Eventually, UCF started to play 30

you will either find him studying
finance <?r practicing his Christian faith.
He is a rare athlete that finds peace on
and off the playing field. Critiques and
statistics are not for him. He just strives
to become the best baseball player he
can be. To McHugh, it is that simple.
The quiet 6-foot, 185 pound senior
started playing T-ball at the age of four
and it led him into Little Leauge
Baseball. Once in Stuart Martin County
High School , McHugh played one year
of junior varsity baseball and finished
his <remaining three years on the varsity
squad. During the summers he played in
the American Legion and upon
graduating high school attended
Valencia Community College for two
years before transferingto UCF in 1984.
For his first two years in high school
McHugh was a shortstop, but during his

SEE BASEBALL, 'PAGE 10

Men lose to Mercer
The UCF men's basketball
team found it rough going in
Macon, Georgia Tuesday
night, losing a 69-62 decision
to Mercer University.

game seasons, and the level of competition increased with each year.
Sure, UCF played in the dreaded Division II,
but no one can knock the fact that the Knights
made it to the final four just six short years ago.
The schools may have been small but UCF was
playing at a level were they knew they were successful and they knew they could be one of the
best.
Clark worked with basically non-existant
budgets and recruiting opportunities, both of
which happen to be a very important part of any
collegiate sport. Clark ear~ed the respect of the

The Bears, 14-13 on the
season, were Jed by center
.Chris Moore. Moore scored a
total of 32 points on 11 of 12
shooting from the field.
Moore also hit 10 of 12 free
throws,
grabbed
13
rebounds, and generally
dominated the inside game
for Mercer.
The Knights (6-21) were
I led by guard Pat Crocklin.
CrockHn, a freshman, had a
shooting night similar to
1

1

I

Moore, nailing down 10 of
11 shots from the field and 4
of 5 shots from the charity
stripe for a total of 24 points.
Center Tony Marini had 14
points and 12 rebounds, and
Chris Wallen came off of the
bench to play 31 minutes
and score 12 points .

.,

The Knights outshot
Mercer, 4 7. 2 percent to 44. 4
percent. However. Mercer
had nine more free throws
than the Knights, which
more - than made up the
difference.
UCF has now lost three
straight games.

SEE ROUNDBALL, PAGE 11

Lady Knights lose game.
to Mercer by four points
by Stefan Keller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.
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Kristy Burns Is deadly as part of the Ladies·..nationallyranked offense.

After being upset by Mercer's 7-19
Teddy Bears Tuesday night, UCF's Lady
Knights will get one more chance to
close out the season on a high note when
they host Stetson's Hatters Saturday
night.
Mercer was led by Caroline
Nicholson, who scored 19 points. The
Lady Knights once again were led in
scoring by Kristy Burns, who scored 21
points. Point guard Julie Cardinale
added 20 points and 13 assists for UCF
(11-14 overall)
Stetson, who was predicted to finish
last in the New South Women's Athletic
Conference, has supprised quite a few
people this season and now is tied with
UCF, as both teams have a 3-6
conference record.. .
In -the absence of starter Michelle
Michael, who has missed the Hats' last
two games with a respiratory illness,
freshman Kathy Baldwin has had a
chance to show her stuff. In her last
three outings she has averaged over 27
points and more than 14 rebounds a
game.
Senior standout Dallas Boychuk still

leads Stetson in scoring and rebounds
with 16.2 ppg and 9.6 rpg, while Diedre
Hillery has contributed 11.2 ppg and
7.7 rpg.
Kristy Burns, who has dropped off
slightly in her past few performances,
leads UCF's nationally ranked offense
with 24.9 ppg.
Christine Strahl and Susan Patz have
been UCF's biggest assets at the boards
with 6.3 and 6.2 rpg, respectively. Patz
has also been averaging 15 ppg.
The Knights have won seven of their
last nine games against Stetson. Their
most recent victory over the Hats -was
three weeks ago when they outscored
them 74-55 on a powerful second half
surge.
UCF and Stetson ar:e currently tied for
fourth place in the NSW AC and with the
season coming to an end all eyes are
turned towards March's Conference
Tournament.
Florida A and M, who has clinched
first placP with a 7-2 conference record,
will take o~ 5-4 Georgia Southern
Friday night. ·
If UCF -defeats Stetson Saturday the
Knights will place fourth in the
conference race and face the NSW AC's
fifth ranked team (either Stetson or
Mercer) in the first round of the NSWAC
Tournament.
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by Krys Fluker
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People think it's really neat.
"Wow, you work at Disney? That
must be really neat!"
Well, it is and it isn't. It is great to
be working at the "biggest vacation
destination in the world," (yes, it
really is) but there's a lot of garbage
you have to put up with just to keep
your job.
The word to keep in mind is artificial. Now, artificial can be bad,
or artificial can be good. At Disney,
it's both .
That can be confusing.
In the first place, you 're expected
to love everybody.

®WMSf?le
•

•

Yep, lot of scope for reality there. You
love everybody. That includes the guest
(they're not customers. They're guests)
who stabs you in the arm with her
fingernails, and the supervisors who
cheerfully schedule you for the only
time Y.OU can't work.
That's not too different from other
places, on the surface, but Disney
doesn't operate on the surface. They
have a way of digging down into your
psyche and making you think that you
should radiate adoration for all the
idiots you come in contact with.
However, it can be really touching to
make the effort to help someone out.
One of the most rewarding things in the
world is to re-unite a mother with her
lost child. Of course, sometimes the
.. reward" is a torrent of abuse. Par for
the course.
A Disney employee---.,.oh no, cast
member-learns to take a lot of abuse in

stride. They aren't exactly powerless,
but there's really very little they can do.
You aren't free to give an honest
response.
The atmosphere you're working in is,
of course, wholly artificial. If you can
overlook the fact that you're working in
a fiberglass castle, (or "ceremonial
hall," or fake river) all you have to do is
look around, and you'll be snatched
away from reality with a jerk. For
starters, there are your fellow "cast
members."
At Disney, people wear costumes, not
uniforms. It's not hard to remember
some of them. They're unforgettable
because of their spectacular ugliness.
Others aren't so bad, until you see them
on anyone besides the cute, young people they were intended .for.
The vision of what the cast members
should look like is painfully obvious
then. Disney's hiring policies are just as

meat-market mentality as the Playboy
Clubs. For example, Disney refuses to
hire anyone who's overweight, by their
standards. They have strict guidelines,
and they don't bend. Ever. Anyone .
who's already working there and creeps
over the limit for their height is subjected to humiliating weigh-ins every
week until they slim down .
Even if the weight requirements are
met, there are unwritten guidelines in effect. The liveliest, most attractive people
are routed into jobs that have contact
with the public. The less handsome
specimens are relegated to jobs
downstairs or in custodial services.
The cast members repay all this artificiality with a special little quirk of
their own. The best .term for this is
"guest wars." The philosophy is strictly
"Us vs. Them," and there's a trenches
mentality and vocabulary to go with it.
Stories are constanUv circula~ii:tg.
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about the idiocy of the guests. Log books
are kept in each location that largely
serve as a chronicle of the stupid things
people do ·and say. A sample entry:
1122/86 A guest came up to me and
asked me, "excuse me, but how do I get
to The Magic House of Flying Dolls?"
Man was serious.
"Excuse me miss, does the deer on that
clock cuckoor"
There is an entire language that you
pick up working for the mouse .. Some of
it is sanctioned by the management; the
best parts aren't. For example, the war
is waged daily on the "tourons," (Can
you guess what two words that word is
made from? Say it out loud) in the
"Tragic Kingdom" or "Apricot." There
are also Disney's Last Resorts: the Con. temptible and the Poly.ester.
The Disney·version, on the other hand,

SEE DISNEY, PAGE 2
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THE CHILDREN'S HOUR
The Central Florida Civic Theater presents
performances of1 Lillian Hellman's play "The
Cl)ildren·s Hour" Feb. 21,22,26,27,28, and
March I ,2,5,6, 7,8,9. The play is the classic story
of two maiden schoolteachers destroyed by the
malice of a little girl. Ticket information is
available by calling 896-7365 or stopping by the
box office at 1010 E. Princeton St. in Orlando.

FLYING KARAMAZOVS
They don't fl y and their name's not
Karazamov, but these expert jugglers don't let
that stop them from being entertaining. They
will be appearing Ma rch 15 at Tampa Theater at
8 p.m. Tickets are $13.50 and 12.50 and are
available at Select-a-Seat outlets and by calling
223-898 I.

WYNTON MARSALIS
For all you jazz I ans, Grammy award-winning
jazz musician Wynton Marsalis is appearing at
the Tampa Theatre on March 8. The show starts
at 8 p.m . and tickets are priced at $ I 4,50. The
Marsalis concert promises to be an entertaining
experience. The tickets are ava il able at all Selecta-Seat outlets and the Theatre Box Office.

SOUTHERN BALLET TIIEATER
The Annie Russeli Theat er at Rollins College
will present the Southern Ballet Theater. This is
the second production of the 85-86 Dance Series.
On Saturday, March I at 8 p.m., the SBT will
perform 'Les Sylphides,' 'Valse Fantaisie' and
'Spring Waters'. Tickets to the SBT are available
by calling 646-2145.

SHAMROCK WALK
The St. Paddy's Day Parade goes into full swing on March 17. It will be in fashionable Winter
Park and feature ethnic musicians, dancers, and
Irish descendents. The parade starts at 7 p.m.
and goes from Swoope Avenue to Lymas Avenue.
Grand marshal is Carole Nelson of Channel 6.
BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL
On Friday, March 7, there will be 3 days of
pickin' and grinnin' as the Kissimmee Bluegrass
festival begins. It will be held at the Silver Spurs
Arena on Highway 192 and will feature
"Southern Star Bluegrass" and Ernie Maynard A
three day pass is S25 and one day $8. Plenty· of
free parking .
.PLAY BALL
The Houston Astros will have their first spring
season game against the Atlanta Braves. The
opening game is on March 7. General admission
is $3, $5 for box, and $4 for reserved. The game
il< at the Osceola Stadium on Hwy. 192.

compiled by Tania Dickson

Where is the justice in this
world? a grieving car owner asks
by Bob Ross
Gre~tings and hallucinations my readers and
welcome back to my Minds Eye. allow me to introduce Valaria (Va' laria), a friend .of many
years. We've gone through a lot together, she
and I. I've fed her, clothed her, b-athed her, and
slept with her. She is, of course, my car.
Ever since I was a 15-year-old lad in Louisiana
she and I have been righting wrongs and evading
police together. She's sheltered me when I could
not even walk a weaving line.
When I grew up and came to UCF (pronounced· Uhh-suff) she could sniff out those nasty
Barney Fifes (UCF police who hide and wait for
impoverished students to fine). Did anyone take
Butch and Sundance alive? No, and there's no
Barney alive who could hide from Valaria's
radar.
Now! Now some motorcycle person has badly
·hurt my sidekick. There is no justice in the
world! Here then is a story more touching than
Brian's Song
and more bizarre than A
Clockwork Orange. This is the story of Valaria
and the Mororcycle Rider From Hell.
One recent Friday evening a completely sober
me was off to a great fraternity party. I would
probably have been fine if I didn't go; fraternities love fines as much as Republicans love
special interests.
So Val and I are discussing life, the universe,
and everything when ... (dramatic pause) .. .! see a
spinning light. What a fine setting for a close encounter, I think as the spinning light g~ts closer.
Bang!!! We've been hit! Those bloody aliens
can pilot interstellar distances but they can't
miss one definitely sober collegian.
Turns out the space craft was a spinning
motorcycle and the alien was, himself, fueled on
high-octane Jack Daniels. I see this guy rolling
around in the dirt about a hundred yards ahead
of me, and get out lQ see if the bum's breathing
when some lady pulls up next to me.
··was there an accident " she asks.

Mind's Eye
"No," I answered. "We were just playmg
asphalt hockey and the guy in the dirt lost."
The fady didn't belie:ve me and went to call
the cops. I was going to let the guy lie in the dirt
but Valaria told me through a crumpled grille to
see if he was all right.
I get to the guy and he's wandering around
mumbling that he's driving with a suspended
license and will go to jail if he's caught.
"Let me go, I'll pay for your car," he says.
Well, that makes sense to me. The guy hits
Valaria with a stolen bike,; he's got a supended
license, and I'm supposed to believe he will mail
me a check.
The police took forever to get there, but when
they arrived · they arrived in force. One ambulance, one hook-and-ladder fire truck, four
cop cars, three rent-a-cop cars, two volunteer
firefighters, and a partridge in a pear tree.
The police wanted to know where the victim
was, so I showed them my dented Valaria ... they
weren't pleased. I don't know how it happened
but amid all the confusion the perpetrator disappeared. Here one minute, gone the next. Maybe
my alien theory should be considered.
One helpful rent-a-cop explained that if the
guy hadn't fallen off, he would be wedged between the bike and Val's grille.
"Gee," I said, .. If that had happened y'all
wouldn't have to spend the time looking for
him." The cop gave me a look that said, .. this
man has some loyalty to his auto."
As it stands, my Vaiaria is still wounded and I
have no info on the maimer. I suggested the
police put a shoot to kill bulletin on him . They
declined.

DISNEY
FROM PAGE 1
is just an extension of the "all the World's a stage" metaphor
that Disney subscribes to ad nauseum. It's hard to believe that
Disney expects ~ts cast members to be comfortable working
"onstage," as it's called.
The worst aspect of the theater metaphor is the dreaded
"show." "Show" is the heart and soul of Disney, and that gives
you an idea about the depth of reality at Disney, right there.
What, you ask, is show·~ Everybody at Disney would like to
know that, too. "Bad show" is the mysterious, all-purpose condemnation that haunts the lives of the workers. "You can't
wear your hair like that, it's bad show," "It's bad show to have
the the poles and ropes sitting out. Go put them away." ••1t's
bad show to have stuff all over the register. I don't care where
you put it, just get it off."

•

Once again, cast members retaliate. Some of the more
famous (and probably apocryphal) stories tell of a supervisor's
office being totally covered in little red dots and the attempted
blackmail of another with some incriminating photographs.
It's an unequal battle, however. Disney always has the upper
hand because they can always fire you. Oh, they treat you
well. The perks are marvellous. You get free tickets, discounts,
parties and discount sales. There's even a park just for Disney
employees.

•

For some people, the "disnoids," as they're called, that's
enough. They think Disney's great. The superficiality, the glitz
and glamour of the job, are enough. But for the average person, life at Disney is a confusing business at best.

.
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'Big Bad Burlesque' is pretty
good value for students ·
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by Don Wittekind
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Recept10111st
Guest Servi ce HoJ ·.
Hostesses
Cocktail Waitresses
B;rnquet Waiters
S1ng1n g Waiters
Busser
.
Deli Sandwich Makers

3

Blackjack Dealers
Gitt Shop Personnel
Cheyenne Cloggers
Can Can Dancers
Warehouse Personnel
Utility Persons
.Custodian s
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How many times have you wondered where to
take a date? Sure, you want to be impressive, but
sometimes a college budget c~n get in the way.
A nice dinner and then a trip to the theatre
would be nice, but we all know that means
bucks, and lots of them.
"Enough already!" you say, "What's the
answer?" Ok, if you want dinner and the theatre and
your budget is a little tight, why not combine the
two. yes, you can get both, and for one price
mind you, at a dinner theatre such as Orlando's
"Once Upon a Stage."
Let's get right into the details and then we'll
talk about quality.
"Once Upon a Stage" is open every day but
Monday. They only have one show a night, but
you can arrive a little late and still catch
everything. Dinner starts at 6:30 p.m. and you
can eat until .just before showtime, which is 8
p.m.
Ah yes, you want to know about the menu.
What we have here is a buffet much in the style
of Duff's. You can start your evening with the
traditional salad bar. From th~re you can move
on to roast beef, chicken, ham, and fish. Accompaniments include broccoli, corn, almon~ rice,
Wendy Clay and Clarence Loos of Big Bad

SEE BURLESQUE, PAGE 6

Burle~que

Getting
. Tangled · Up In
The Rehabilitation

Process?

..

.The Client Assistance

" Program Can Help!

1'J

Your rehabilitation needs are as indivllual
as you are. If you are having aproblem, fi~
try to work rt out w~h ~~r (Ounse~r.

•

•
!

Own Your.Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 fyfiles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses, Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhomP for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

$3 99/fP~-1*

Ii that doesn't solve it...
' -WRITEThe Governors Commission on Adwcacy
for Persons with Disabilities
Office of the Gtwemor • The Capitol .
~ Tallahassee, fl 32301-8047 ·
'

Before

youbuy, ·
let~ compare.
Maybe I can save yousome money on insurance:

e

Life

• Renter/Condo
• Homeowners
• Auto/Boat/RV

No clos~g costs.

Call me and compare.

Allstate·

Allltate lnaurance Company
Allltate Life Imurance Co., Northbrook, IL

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, l OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

. See or Phone

Jim Smith
Ph. 657~7575

282-4393

7480 Alonia Avenue
Winter ·Park~ FL ·
Sale price 552,400, 52700 down. 549,700 mortgage 9.0o/o A.R.M., plus or minus 2% ,gnnual Cap, llfetlme c·a p 14 3/4%.

~djusted to 1-year T-~11. A.P.R. 1·1.5%

32792
.·.I

- '•
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UCF Lady Knights·v. Stetson
This Saturday .

7:30 p.m.
In the UCF Gym .
Admission Free

•

•
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Open 24 hours
The

DONUT

MAKER.

Invites

4

UCF
Students and Person·ne1

0

to a Coffee and Donut Break

6

•
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An example of the kind of car many students get stuck
with-and learn to hate.

A
L

Buying
a. new.car
w
A
y 'Can -be daD.ge:fous

«J11ere's no better ,Jiace than
.

tlle

_.

.

to

enjoy fresh donut~ and coffee

·whne you study or just relax

s

by john Schr~~r ...

F
R
E

They' re part of everything we
do. We live, eat and dream cars.
And ever since Henry Ford first
made cars widely available to
the Amercan public, we haven't
been able to resist the urge to
buy one for our very own.
No one ever forgets their first
ar. For most it is the first time
they have ever owned anything

·S
. ff

--------- COUPON

1
---------

SPECl·A l OFFER

ONE -FREE DONU ~

SEE CAR, PAGE 6

ST GEORGE'S
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
uRf:NADA . WLT INDIES

Discounts for large order&

Pho~e:

of. value. '.whether the first car is.
-a gem or alemon, it is an .expen~
sive first taste of reality. · .
Sound advice for the student
looking for their first car is "ask
someone who knows." Going to
an automobile dealership, aJl
dewy-eyed innocence, without
any previous experience can be
a dangerous thing. Car dealers
have many tricks of the trade-

St. George's University School of Medicine , with more than 975 graduates licensed
1n 33 states otters a rigorous. nine-semester program leading to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association pub·
hshed a report which ranked St. George's number one of all ma1or foreign medical
schools in.the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam .
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. George·s
students with advanced standing .
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerks hips in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Pro~ram for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.

275-1060

Limit one coupon per visit

For information, plea,se contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's School of Medicine
c;,. The ForeiQn Medical School Services Corporation
One East Mam Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-1

Drive thru Window

(516) 665-8500

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

·50 cenf DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
· 2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP· SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.
l

FRID·AY MIAM.1
VICE PARTY ·
WATC.H THE SHOW ·ON
WIDE SCREEN T~VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

SATU RDAY NIGHT
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO· COVER
CHARGE

.. '
,.,·... ··
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FROM PAGE 3
mashed potafoes and rolls and butter. For
dessert you have a choice between orange
sherbert and orange sherbert.
1
Actually, for an additional price you get stage
right delight ($2.80), cheese cake ($2), cheese
cake with cherry or strawberry sauce ($2.40),
and all sorts of sundaes ($2).
Yeah, yeah, yeah ... Now I suppose you-want to
know what the "stock" price is. Listen up, now,
bt1eause it differs. Sunday through Thursday you
pay $17. On Friday the cost jumps to $18 and
on Saturday it leaps to $19. Let's face it, when
you're pay'ing about $4.50 just to get into a
rriovie, even at its most expensive, "Once Upon a
Stage" is cheap.
Like I said, this price includes dinner and the
show. If you want drinks or special desserts
you'll have to pay extra. Tips are also not included in the bill.
All right, we all know that cheap is only permittable if it's impressive. And so we move on to
quality.
First of all we'll check out the food. The only
menu item that deserves separate mention is the
roast beef. It was really good. Of course, I have
to admit it's hard to mess up a roast.
The rest of the food was, well ... I hate to do
this but the only thing I can think of to describe
it that most of you can relate to is "Duffish."
Let's say it tasted like cafeteria food. The only
outstanding feature was the "all you can eat"
label.
Up to now I haven't mentioned the show. I
assure you that's not because it wasn't good.

Every Tuesday Night is

In fact, while dinner is a nice way to get
started, you will soon notice that "Once Upon a
Stage" devotes most of its energy to its theatrical
half.
'
The show that will be playing through March
25 is called ."Big Bad Burlesque." Now this is
burlesque as in "old time," like before the
emergence of the s~rip tease.

STODEtlT tllTE

•

.

.

S1 Admission (with student LO.)
Conway

JIUf!llU£ '* J~ fk@)J~£,•rt!t~Jtll!Jal.

•

Conway Plaza• 4446 Curry Ford Rd., Orlando, R. ~~ • 305/282-3456

Anyway; it's perfectly good entertainment for
mixed company. Actually, this. show is good
entertainment for any company. Unlike the
food, the show was a standout.
The writer/director is Don Brockett. He has a
pretty impressive resume including appearances
in "Flashdance," the ABC TV movie "Heart of
Steel," George Romero's "Day of the Dead," and
TV soaps "All My Children" and "As the World
Turns."
The stars are Clarence Loos and Wendy Clay.
Loos has worked nightclubs around America,
U.S.O. tours, TV commercials and "Standing
Room o ·nly" with Arte Johnson for HBO.
Clay also has worked extensively in nightclubs
and with the U.S.O. She has also appeared in
"Steambath," "Bus Stop," "Chicago," and
"Guys and Dolls."
Loos and Clay are the .old hands at burlesque
and generally steal· the show. The supporting
cast does a good job but is obviously of a lower
calibur than the stars.
Overall, "Once Upon a Stage" is an entertaining evening. On a one to five scale the food rates
a (2) and the show rates a (4).
Check it out, your date should have a good
time and you should have a few bucks left over.

Starting February 28

CHEVY CHASE

DAN AYKROYO

~

•

•

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
,

Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 no-on
Masters Choir Rehersa1·
Wednesday 7:30
1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME
•

CAR
FROM PAGES
their reputation is
undeserve9 . . ·

per~aps

not

So, what do you do if you
have no experience? First, find
somebody who is a good
mechanic. Be sure and find someone you trust, maybe someone that's worked on your
parent's car for years. ·
You sho~ld also - find- out ·as
much as· you can on your ·own.
There are plenty of books
publisned concerning car buying. Consumer Reports frequently publishes objective information about new and used
cars. Car and Driver also rates
cars on a compara~i~e basis.
The actual buying should not
be done supermarket style. Testdrive your choice. Give yourself
several days to consider the car,
and then go back to negotiate a
· price. Remember, the numbers
on a price tag don't have to be
final.
Once you find the car o' your
dreams, you'll have to figure
out a way to pay for: it. Financing a car is getting harder, and
it was never easy for young people. In an effort to keep sales up,
auto dealers and manufacturers
have organized their own financing· programs. If you don't
have the necessary amount of
cash, you should consider
credit. But before ·you sign any
papers, be sure to read
everything. A signature is }~gai
ly binqing.
As a consumer, you have
rights too. You should be told of
the car's history, maintenence
and previous owners. It should
be stressed that a car's age and
present cond'ition will provide a
good indication of how it will
hold up in the future.
Be sure you look at warranties. Brand new cars obviously
have more extensive warranties,
usually protecting the drive
train and other major parts of
the car. Used car warranties
usually only range from 30 to
90 days. and frequently only
cover 50 percent of the replace-:
ment parts.

How to

es.
With the American Express® Card
you can buy everythingJrom new
spectacles to some pretty spectacular clothing. The latest in audio
equipment and the latest albums.
The Card is the perfect way to pay
for just about anything you 'II want
during college.

•

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success, weve made it easier for you
to get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a SlO ,000 career-oriented job. If you 're
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call
1-800-THE- CARD, and tell them you want
a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~M

•
•

•
•
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Student·writing is so bad
it's sc3.ry-poet Paul Engle

INVESTOR·OWNER WILL SELL OR TRADE
EQUITY IN TWO RENTED UNITS AT CAM·
BRIDGE CIRCLE FOR CASH OR LATE·
MODEL CAR. CONTACT CARYL
STEVE NS,
REAL TOR·ASSOCIATE
ATTWOOD·PHILLIPS, INC•.277·0493

By Mildred Bedford

-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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•

PROFESSORS, END THE PAPER
CHASE ·WITH PROFESSOR
PUBLISHING AT KINKO'S
• Turn Your Loose Course Materials into Bound Class
Readers
• Give Your Students an Alternative to the library
Reserve Room
• No Charge to You or Your Department
• Low Cost to Your Students
• We'll Help Organize and Assemble the Materials
• Overnighi Orders Are Accepted
•We're Open Weekends
• Free Pick Up and Delivery Provided
LET US DO THE CHASING, WHILE YOU DO
THE TEACHING.

kinko•s

copies

Professors, Exchange this ad for your faculty discount card.

.

127 West Fairbanks
(305) 628-5255

.

M·F 7:00am . 9:00pm
Sat. 9:00am . 6:00pm
Sun. 12 noon· 9:00pm

----------------J

When poet Paul Engle comes to UCF next
Monday, he will be meeting with student writers
to discuss their work.
He isn't too optimistic about the products he's
seen so far, though.
"It absolutely scares me when I see how-badly
students write," he said. In the future, he fears
tha~ there will be a decreasing emphasis on
writing skills in education. It is this fear that led
him to establish a series of writing workshops 25
years ago that have gained an excellent reputation.
He said he doesn't think that he can teach
e.v erybody to write well. "You are born a
writer," he said. "All we can do is make you a
better one faster."
It is this challenging environment that draws
writers from all over the world to his workshops.
The International Writing Workshop, which is
now run by Engle's wife and novelist Nieh Hualing, parallels the·· American program-started by
Engle that boasts of such illustrious alumni as
Flannery ·o·conner, William Stafford, Phillip
Levine and W. D. Snodgrass, and teachers like
Kurt Vonnegut, Phillip Roth, and Robert Penn
Warren.
Engle said in an interview with the New York
Herald Tribune that he doesn't accept poor
writers in his programs. He requests manuscripts

with the applications, and if they aren't up to
par, the writer doesn't get in.
.. If they (the manuscipts) are bad, or obviously
the work of a dabbler, we simply say 'you can't
come.' We have to assume that it is possible to
read a piece of writing and discover whether .the
writer has talent or not."
Engle feels that -the American education · syatem shortchanges writers, whether they have
talent or not. Indignantly, he described to the
Washington Post a basketball player who
graduated from college without mastering skills
learned in third and fourth grade.
·"This is a tragedy and a travesty. He couldn't
do that in the Soviet Union. Nor in China. We 're
the country that's destroying ourself.
"What's going to happen in 20 years? We'll be
an ignorant countrx. I think we're in desparate
condition, and for survival it hast~ change. We
must no longer indulge ignorant teachers and ignorant
s tudent s.
"I think education has given itself too much to
abstract concepts, abstract testing. What's the
point of having an extremely good test which
proves that your students haven't learned
anything?'
He thinks that the system can change,
however. "Teach them, teach them, teach them
in a way that motivates them. If you get the
young involved in their learning," he said, "they
won't be destructive. They'll be fascinated.
They're going to want to learn."
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3 NIGHTS
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$219

Give a hoot .

Don't pollu~.

F~restService, U.S.D.A.

"Good
friends

·

Per person
Dbl. occup.

don't let

COSTA RICA
3 NIGHTS

3 NIGHTS
From

$ 2 97

Per person
Dbl. Occup.
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CURACAO

$317

1

2 NIGHTS
Per person
Dbl.Occup.
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ACAPULCO
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3 NIGHTS
Per person
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$377

2 NIGHTS
Per person
Dbl.Occup.
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smoke
cigarettes!'

ARUBA

ST. CROIX

2 NIGHTS

$3 67

.
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MONTREAL

$387

Perperson
Dbl. Occup.

LONDON

Larry Hagman '

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

_A WOJ 17~0 W. Bro~dway Street
. a•'efl ·7'f
Oviedo, Florida 32765
v ~ ' ~nc. (305) 365-8811
TICKETS DELIVERED TO YOUR
OFFICE, APARTMENT OR DORMATORY
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI 5 SESSIONS
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I FOR ONLY
Where The Sun Always Shines!

I
I

I

•
•
•
•

II

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Stop & experience our New
ACU·MASSAGE Table, 1st visit FREE

I

$24.95 I
1

110% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF .l.D.
Exp. 3-13-86. ·

I

1
.

I
I
I
I

t------------------~
FREE TANNING

-TOWER PLACE

SESSION

10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113
East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

With This Coupon

282-6042

II
I
I
I

II
I
...__________________________,,...__________.._________________
MON.- FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.
SUNDAY: 12P.M.-6P.M. .

(New Customers Only)

•
Complete 'line of Lea Haller Makeup ·

.

. .

~- 3-13-86
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·... an·d this little Knight,
·· went ha,· ha, ha,
all. the way home.
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UCF Baseball Knights v. Rollins
February 28/Friday/7:00 p.m.
UCF v. St. Joseph's
March l/Saturday/2:00 p.m.
UCF vs. Villanova
March 2/Sunday/2:00 p.m.
Admission Free
•

